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Controlled Traffic Farming in Europe – Constraints and
Opportunities
Tim Chamen
Controlled Traffic Farming (CTF Europe) Ltd, Bedfordshire, UK

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to highlight the contrasts between European and Australian conditions that
have an impact on the design and uptake of controlled traffic farming systems. Necessarily, it is a
broad brush approach because of the immense diversity of traditions, cultures and climates that
prevail across the European continent.
Climate is a big factor in these contrasts as well as the relative position of the continents involved.
Europe stretches from around 40–60 degrees north, whereas Australia sits between 12 and 43 degrees
south. In equivalent terms the southern part of Europe starts at the north end of Tasmania and runs
from there a further 20 degrees south. This means that our winters are colder and often wetter with
soils slow to dry out and warm up in the spring.
BACKGROUND
European crops and farming systems
We have many crops in common with Australia, but with some notable differences such as limited
amounts of cotton and no sugar cane. Primarily the cereal crops are similar, ranging from rye to maize
and rice while oilseeds include canola, sunflower, soybeans and linseed, with peas (both dry and
vining) and beans as the main pulses, plus onions, carrots, sugar beet and potatoes.
Traditionally, the mouldboard plough has been and continues to be used extensively, not only on
lighter soils, but also on heavy clays. Legislation to stop straw burning in the early 1990s effectively
curtailed significant moves towards minimum and no tillage. Elevated crop prices in 2007 also
resulted in a significant re-investment in ploughs although the recent increase in fuel prices might
mean that these are used less extensively than planned.
Crop yields can be relatively high compared with many parts of Australia, largely because of the more
favourable rainfall conditions. Wheat for example can top 12 t/ha from 200-300 plants/m2 sown in
rows just 12.5 cm apart. Dealing with the associated straw, most of which is now chopped and spread,
can be a challenge! To the casual observer, it might seem that the use of CTF is widespread (Fig. 1),
but these are simply tramlines for chemical applications. Having first been introduced in the 1970s
during crop sowing, it is now common practice but rarely sustained from one crop to the next.
Haulage of grain off fields is largely confined to modest-sized trailers that service the harvester and
travel directly to the farmstead; chasers are relatively uncommon, but where they are used, grain is
unloaded directly to trucks at the field entrance.
Many farms also have livestock enterprises where cash crops alternate with grass and maize grown for
forage.
Farming infrastructure
Average farm size in the EU 15 was 19 ha in 2005, but some countries tend to have larger farms such
as the UK and Denmark, with an average of 57 ha and the Czech Republic with an average of 84 ha.
Universally however, field or paddock sizes are relatively small compared with Australia, as indicated
in Fig 2, which is a snapshot of fields west of Paris.
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Figure 1. Temporarry tramlines for
f chemical applicationss have been common
c
acrooss Europe since
s
the
E
19700s. (Google Earth)

27
70 m
510 m

Figure 2.
2 Typical shaape and size of fields acrross Europe. The field pinnpointed is aaround 14 haa and is at
thhe larger end of average. (Google
(
Eartth)
Crucially, the area taaken up by headlands
h
is significant in these smalller fields annd will thereffore have
an impact on the effiiciency of anny CTF systeem.
Farms are also coommonly frragmented with
w
blocks of fields
separateed by significcant distancees, often alonng narrow ro
oads barely
capable of accommoodating one vehicle, let alone wide enough to
allow passing (Fig. 3). It is also the casee that acrosss much of
Europe, population density, evven in rural areas, is siignificantly
higher thhan in many of the farmiing areas of Australia.
A
Th
his together Fig. 3.Narrrow roads co
onstrain
with narrrow roads and strict leegislation maake wide eq
quipment a
movemennt of wide veehicles
considerrable embarrrassment. Germany
G
forr example requires a
special dispensation
d
for any vehicle measurinng more than
n 2.55 m widde when useed on the pub
blic road.
Anotherr inevitable consequence
c
e of smaller farms is sm
maller machinnery, both inn terms of width
w
and
power. However,
H
thhis is not to say that therre aren’t a significant
s
nuumber of properties with
h several
thousandds of hectarees.
DRIVING
G FORCES FOR AND AGA
AINST CTF IN
N EUROPE
Interest in CTF in Europe
E
has been
b
slow annd has yet to
o reach criticcal mass. Thhere are a nu
umber of
reasons for this, but motivation for conversiion is increassing and is reflected
r
by a growing aw
wareness
and interrest in CTF. Table 1 setss out some off the drivers for and agaiinst conversiion to CTF, a number
of whichh have been discussed
d
in the precedinng sections.
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Table 1. Drivers for and against CTF adoption in Europe
Aspect
For CTF Against CTF
Subsidies
9
High crop yields
9
9
9
9
Crop price
High input costs
9
9
Tradition of mouldboard ploughing
9
Small farms
9
9
Small fields/paddocks
9
Livestock enterprises
Relatively little contracting
9
9
Road legislation/population density
Conservation of water
9
9
Drinking water quality
Soil erosion
9
Greenhouse gas emissions
9
9
Good field drainage
Subsidies in general seem to stifle innovation and cushion growers against commercial realities. For a
period up until last year, some farmers were not experiencing profit above subsidy, but equally there
were those growing exactly the same crops with very similar farming enterprises making a good
profit. High crop yields and prices have both a positive and negative effect on CTF uptake. Research
has shown that CTF increases yields on the non-trafficked area by 10-20% nearly 100% of the time,
but with narrow gauge systems, the tracked area can be 30-40%, so even though these intermediate
tracks are sown, the loss in yield might be significant. The truth is that we actually don’t know yet
whether yields in cropped tracks drop below conventional random traffic or not.
High input costs are a massive driver for CTF adoption because it is precision farming at its most
efficient. All practitioners of CTF will know that it drives down input costs across practically all
operations on the farm, particularly in terms of tillage, fuel and machinery investment. Unlike
Australia however, the improved efficiency of tramline systems for chemical applications and “to and
fro” working is unlikely to have a large impact, because it has already been practised for many years.
Mouldboard ploughing tends to preclude anyone wishing to adopt CTF, but there are still advantages
where high value crops are grown and CTF is adopted “within season”, known as seasonal CTF or
SCTF. Organic farmers in the Netherlands and many other growers across Europe use this technique,
but often refer to it as “bed farming” rather than SCTF.
As will be seen from the next section, satellite guidance is a highly effective enabling technology for
CTF, but because CTF needs the highest grade of guidance, smaller farms presently find it difficult to
justify on its economics. Smaller farms tend to have narrower equipment with a greater diversity of
width and they often bale straw, which in most instances makes CTF even more difficult.
The reason that road legislation and infrastructure constrains CTF is that it is generally impractical to
match all equipment to the track width of harvesters, most of which are close to 3 m. The last four
aspects in the table above relate to the health of soils and this has recently become of major
importance across Europe, largely because soils are becoming degraded, a great part of which is
associated with excessive compaction.
SATELLITE GUIDANCE – AN ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
As stated by one of my CTF Europe colleagues recently, satellite guidance no longer has to be pushed
into the market; it is now being pulled by customers. I envisage this pull increasing dramatically over
the next few years for a number of reasons. Firstly, the cost of fuel and chemicals has approximately
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doubledd over the passt 12 monthss and wastagge through ov
verlapping iss no longer aacceptable. Secondly,
S
the cost of guidancee systems is not
n only declining but th
hey are increaasing in capaability and becoming
b
more relliable and more
m
accuratee. Skilled labbour is also increasingly
i
difficult to ssecure and itt will not
be long before
b
most of the in-fielld driving tassks will be managed
m
by guidance
g
sysstems.
Reliablee delivery off guidance to individual farms
f
is still a big factorr in Europe, cconstrained partly
p
by
topograpphy but alsoo by featurees such as woodlands
w
that
t
are clossely integratted into the farming
landscappe. Some couuntries, suchh as Denmarkk and the Neetherlands doo already haave GPRS deelivery of
an RTK
K correction signal, but in the UK, itt seems morre likely thatt local RTK networks will
w prove
popular.. Delivery viia the interneet seems anotther possibillity and no doubt this andd other devellopments
will movve ahead rapidly.
PRACTICAL IMPLEM
MENTATION
N OF CTF
As we have
h
seen, maatching all wheel
w
track widths
w
to thosse of grain harvesters
h
is llargely impraactical in
Europe and we havee therefore had
h to come up
u with viab
ble alternativves. Influenciing these alternatives
are grainn trailers thaat generally have
h
a track width of justt 1.8 m, although 2 m is now becoming more
commonn. In practicce we are seeeing two prrincipal systtems for CT
TF adoption in grain pro
oduction,
namely OutTrac andd TwinTrac. OutTrac, as the name im
mplies, has the
t harvesterr travelling “outwith”
“
the narroower track of all the otheer vehicles, as
a indicated in
n Fig 4.

s
that uses
u two track
k widths cenntred on eachh other but with
w a
Figuure 4. An OuutTrac CTF system
commoon implemen
nt width
TwinTraac is a cleveer idea sugggested by a UK
U farmer that
t
caters for
f two trackk widths butt doesn’t
enlarge on the trackked area. Fiig 5 shows the basis of the system
m but wheree this is beiing used,
implemeent widths teend to be noon-integer siizes and the great advanntage of the system is th
hat it can
accomm
modate a widde range of options.
o
Otheer systems an
nd combinattions have beeen identifieed and so
far no tw
wo farms havve adopted exxactly the same system.
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Figuree 5. TwinTraac CTF systeem in which the
t narrowerr tracks stradddle the outerr tracks of ad
djacent
passes off the harvesteer. Implemennt width is th
he addition of the two track widths
CTF is also
a being ussed for foragge crops, partticularly in Denmark.
D
Heere systems aas wide as 14
4 m have
been adoopted to impprove both thhe annual prooduction of grass and longevity of thhe sward. Trraditional
managem
ment leads too a reductionn in grass prroductivity year
y
on year meaning thaat a new startt is often
needed by year fouur. Loads onn these soills are high with slurry injection beeing a core activity,
includinng during the growing seaason (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. 14 m wide sllurry injectioon system wo
orking on a controlled
c
traaffic layout
As mentioned earlieer, both Dutch and Daniish growers have adopteed SCTF sysstems for hiigh value
crops, but
b they recoognise the shhortcomings of these and
d are keenlyy working too integrate haarvesting
into the system.
Most CT
TF farmers have
h
now acccepted that they need RTK
R
satellitee guidance beecause of th
he greater
the repeatabble positionin
accuracyy and more importantly,
i
ng that comees with it. Thhere is a ten
ndency to
associatee CTF with no-till and thhis is not alttogether help
pful because no-till has yyet to becom
me widely
adopted. To some extent this revolves arround the high
h
residue levels but also becausse of an
associatiion betweenn the negativve impact of compaction and no-tilll systems. N
No-till land tends to
experiennce a loss inn yield over the
t first few
w years but th
his will almost certainlyy be absent if
i CTF is
adopted simultaneouusly. The diff
fference betw
ween three yeears of no-tilll on randomlly trafficked clay soil
compareed with the same periodd under CTF
F was plainly
y illustrated in December 2007. Un
nder very
moist coonditions on the traffickeed treatment it was impossible to prisse out soil w
with a fork in
nserted to
around 30
3 cm depthh, despite woorking arounnd all four siides of the area.
a
In starkk contrast, so
oil in the
CTF field alongsidee could easilyy be raised with
w just onee insertion of
o the fork. T
This, as I’m sure you
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will all know,
k
reflectts the essencce of CTF – healthy
h
soils promoting healthy
h
cropss that return a healthy
and susttainable farm
m profit.
THE FUTURE
U
FOR CTF
C IN EURO
OPE
The uptaake of CTF in
i Europe is I believe, likkely to be so
omewhat slow
wer than it hhas been in Australia,
A
but I woould like to be proved wroong! The reaasons for thiss slower uptaake are:
• Continuationn of subsidiees until at leaast 2013
• Farm sizes and
a road infrrastructure coonstraining th
he flexibilityy of CTF systems
• Opportunityy cropping baased on wateer supply is uncommon
u
inn Europe
• A widespreaad tradition of
o mouldboarrd ploughing
g
• Language baarriers and wide
w contrastts in tradition
ns and farminng systems
• Conservatism
m – not wannting to be thee first to try out somethinng new
a
this preddiction includde:
Aspects that might alter
• Further signnificant improovements in guidance systems and reeduction in coosts
y fuel and feertilizers
• Further increases in prodduction costss, particularly
fo growers too adopt moree environmen
ntally friendlly productionn techniquess.
• Incentives for
a the positiive impact of
o CTF is concerned,
c
I have no dooubt that it will be wid
despread,
As far as
significaant and sustaainable. Agrritechnica lasst Novemberr in Hanoverr reflected thhe continuin
ng rise in
enormityy of machinees with little regard for thhe soils upon
n which they work. Videoos tended to represent
r
soil as an
a inconveniience, as dirrt that had too be beaten into submisssion rather than nurtureed as our
primary asset. Increaasingly theree is recognitioon that this cannot
c
continnue and somee are seeing CTF as a
solution that constrains us ratherr little compaared with oth
her less effecttive approachhes to soil caare.
K-ON BENEFIITS FOR CTF
F IN AUSTRA
ALIA
KNOCK

The most obvious benefit
b
is thhe increasingg demand fo
or guidance systems thatt will generaate more
competitive pricing while improoving capabiility and ran
nge of uses. The other m
main benefit is in the
developm
ment of CTF
F systems for a wider rannge of crops, particularlyy those of a hhigh value and
a bulky
nature, such
s
as potattoes, onions, carrots, celeery and spinaach. These arre the real chhallenge for CTF and
I believee European farmers
f
as well
w as applieed research activity
a
in Taasmania willl be leading the way.
And darre I say it, baased on grow
wer interest, perhaps
p
goin
ng down the route of ganntry systems to create
the ultim
mate in CTF efficiency annd flexibilityy (Fig. 7)!

Figure 7. Thhe gantry traactor is not neew but could
d it have a maajor role to pplay in CTF??

